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IT seems appropriate at the outset of an introduction to our week's proceed-
ings to spend a little time drawing attention to the particular characteristics
of this series of meetings, the planning of which has now spanned 14 years.
When planning almost all other conferences at which research results are

presented, it is usual, having chosen the theme, to approach one or two key
speakers, then invite contributions quite generally. We approach it differently .
Having selected our general theme, we proceed to break it down into sub-
themes (corresponding to our sessions in the programme) and, finally, to the
specific topics that we consider it desirable to cover. At this stage-and not
before-and from our knowledge of the work being carried out around the
world, we start thinking who could contribute papers to these topics . In
addition,we publicise the breakdown ofthe theme and invite those who think
they may have something to offer to contact us with an outline of what they
have in mind . There follows adialogue between the committee and the poten-
tial contributor to ensure that the objective

	

the balanced exploration of the
theme in depth

	

is going to be attained as completely as possible . Inevitably,
this not infrequently leads to the withdrawal or rejection of the offered paper
and, indeed, the thirty or so papers that will be presented this week represent
a distillation of an appreciably larger number .
Of course, this method of mounting a research. conference presents some

difficulties, but it has certain advantages-

It reveals and highlights gaps in our knowledge of the branch of science and
technology under consideration .

2. It has, in certain cases in our experience, stimulated research in advance of and
for presentation at the symposium.

3. Additionally, it has stimulated subsequent research.
4. The published transactions of the symposium, together with the edited dis-

cussion material, constitute a work that brings together most of the current
salient knowledge on the theme within the covers of one or two volumes. It is
significant, for example, that even 12 years after the first symposium on
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fundamental aspects of fib res and their t reatment for papermaking, the t rans-
actions ar e st ill selling at α steady, even if modest rate.

So much for the series of meetings . Letme pass now to this one in part icular
Papermaking system s and their con tro l.
To α much greater extent than in earlie r symposia, the subject has α validity

that extends beyond the confines ofpapermaking . Hence, itwas perhaps to be
expected that nearly 40 per cent of those present today would come from out-
side the papermaking industry and its immediate supplie r s . Even though
expected , it remains very gratifying and Ι would like to extend α particularly
warm welcome to those of you from other fields of endeavour .
To avoid semant ic misunderstandings, i t will be aswell to define our terms .
Synthesising α few dictionary and textbook defi ni ti on s, perhaps we may say

that α system is α collection o f par ts that are dynamically related . Note the
word dynamically ; it is important . Α coll ect ion of copper pipes, radiator s and
α boil e r do not constitute α cen t ral heat ing system unt il they have been
dynamically r e l ated . P erhaps it begs the question, though some may find it
helpful, to think of α system as that which li es between an input and an output .
Thus, we can speak of the papermaking system in its widest sense to mean
that which li es between the forest (where the chiefrawmaterial grows) and the
customer , the t rees from the forest being the input and the paper to the cus-
tomer being the output . In α more limited sense, we can use the term to mean
that between, say, the head box and the ree l of the papermachine . To mini-
mise confus ion, we have tended in setting out the programme to refer to the
latte r as α subsystem of the former .
The noun con tro l has both α negative and α pos i tiv e connotation. On the

negativ e side is the implication o f r estrain t, of holding in check, of maintain-
ing some set of existing conditions . The last few decades have seen enormous
strides in our understanding of the principles of control . University depart-
ments and disciplines have been set up and established around it .* The
knowledge and insight gained have permitted the exploitation of the more
pos it ive aspect of contro l , namely, that of optimisat ion , the deliberate chang-
ing of existing condit i ons so as to get an even better resul t.
The contro l of any dynamic system requires an understanding of the system

response to changes ofinput, control stimulus, interna l state and environment .

* Sci ence has moved away from α concentration on substance, quali t i es and propert i es to
α concentration on in te ractions . (1) This is reflected in the realm of sc ience in general . For
cent uries past and throughou t the fi r st ha lf of the presen t century, t he sc ientific stage has
been dominated by the phys i ca l and mechanical sc iences ; today , however, it is genera lly
accepted that it is now and will continue for some time to be over s h adowed by the life
sciences, by α concern with biologica l and soc ial systems . Putt in g i t another way, we may
say that, at this moment in time, under standing the structure of the atom i s c hild 's play
compared with under standin g child 's pl ay.
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In systems in which mass or energy can be locally accumulated and dis-
charged, the relationships between the response and the determining variables
may be complex and time-dependent . In these circumstances, a classical
mathematical approach is usually too complicated to be of much value in
analysis .
A purely empirical approach, on the other hand, is usually insufficiently

precise to provide the control engineer with the data he requires for the design
of control circuitry and hardware.

In the application of control, a dynamic model of the system must
sooner or later be constructed either on paper or within a computer system in
order to analyse the effect of control stimuli on system response and to select
the appropriate stimulus to achieve the desired output from the system .
The discipline and techniques of system analysis provide a number of con-

venient methods of dealing with this situation . Above all, they provide a
workable convention for expressing those basic dynamic properties of systems
that are the design data for control circuitry.

It is these basic dynamic properties of systems and the principles by which
they are to be controlled that we are considering this week . We are not con-
cerned with details of hardware, the physical means by which control is to be
realised in terms of instruments and controlling mechanisms .

Turning now to the programme, we have today to deal with the more
general aspects of control, including its historical development, the need to
allow for dynamic behaviour in our systems, the machine/man interface,
together with a quite general treatment of problems of measurement.

Such a general introductory session, the organising committee considered
altogether desirable . Tomorrow we turn our attention to the systems with
which we are particularly concerned ; first of all, from the forest to the pulp-
mill . In the text of Mr Silversides' paper, the equivalence of this system to that
of the papermachine emerges quite strongly,, though the time constants differ
considerably, of course, in magnitude . We move on to the system in both a
chemical and a groundwood mill and to the integrated control of the pulp and
paper mill .
At this stage, the committee thought it desirable to include a session devoted

to the use of analog computers . It seemed altogether likely that at some time
the merits and demerits of analog would be argued against those of digital
computers and it was thought best to get this out of our system that word
again!) early on in the programme . What place is there for analog computers?
What role have they usefully to play? Accordingly, we have three papers on
Tuesday afternoon that will argue for analog control of the papermachine ;
for this purpose, we include coating as part of the papermachine .
We then draw still closer to the papermachine itself, first ofall on Wednesday,
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by considering its control as a whole . At this stage, the committee was
faced by a problem, that ofcoping with what we expected would be a flood of
`how-we-did-it' contributions . In the event, these were not offered and we
have arranged for one formal paper, to be followed by two formal contri-
butions to the discussion, after which Dr Brewster, as sessional chairman,
may well have difficulty in accommodating all the other would-be contributors .
The whole of Thursday is given over to the control of the papermachine

subsystems and this session, together with that of the preceding day on entire
papermachine control, may be thought of as constituting a symposium within
the symposium . This session 7 covers the control of flow boxes, profiles and
the drying section . It also includes a paper on design for control and let me
forestall criticism by saying that it is recognised that the general principles
that this paper enumerates would probably have placed it better in session 2 .
Yet practical problems of the timetable prohibited this and, as the principles
are illustrated firmly in the context of the papermachine, the best solution
seemed to be to include it at this point .
On Friday morning,, we move on to the control of industrial systems and,

here again, we are conscious that the first paper on entire pulpmill control
would probably have been better taken in session 4 . Once again, however,
practical difficulties necessitated its inclusion at this stage.* The use of econ-
omic models, which is rapidly gaining ground in industry, is considered in this
session together with the effect of customer reaction on the manufacturing
subsystem . This is followed by the application to the paper industry of that
treatment of the control of the total industrial system pioneered by Forrester
at MIT and to which he has given the name industrial dynamics.
By this stage, you will probably have become increasingly aware that the

weekend is at hand . The committee is anxious that you should remain in a
state of intellectual stimulation to the end of the symposium and has therefore
arranged for three speakers of great eminence and authority to point out
where and how future work may be expected to solve present problems and
perhaps some of the more exciting probabilities that await us . On the control
engineering front, this will be done for us by Prof. Coales . Peter Wrist will
speak more specifically on the future of process control in our industry .
Finally, since management itself-and not just what is being managed-now
receives the attention of the systems analyst, Prof. Eilon will speak on the
future of control in management .
Having outlined for you then the thinking behind the programme in order

to reveal its coherence, I would like to draw attention to a few aspects of the
topic that will be engaging our thoughts throughout the week.

*For these transactions, the order of some papers in sessions 4, 7 and 8 (four in all) has
been changed for, it is thought, a better result .

Introduction to the symposium
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First let me poin t to the se rial nature of contro l . The hierarchical nature of
systems has a lready been touched on . Systems, oftenenough, are comprised of
subsystems and clearly several systems can form α sup ersystem and so on,*
but the means of contro lling α system (or subsystem or supersystem) can itse lf
constitute α system. We are thu s led to α hierarchy of control and this
permits contro l of local operations not simply to optimise them as discrete
activities, but within the context of α total operat ion the optimisat ionof which
is to be giv en priority. Such hierarchical control is illu strated in the paper by
Al-Shaikh & Brewster and will be referred to by other speakers.
Notice also that control is concerned wi th analysing inputs and optimising

outputs, but, as Annergren, Bohlin & Tellvik emphas ise in the ir pape r, the
cost of contro l is an integral part of the total optimising prob lem. C learly, too
much can be spent on achieving α result .
One of the characte ristics of the papermaking process i s that from the flow

box to the ree l the materia ls undergoing fabrication are under observ at ion .
This, Ι be lieve, has been α disaster for our indu stry . Those ofyoupresent this
week from outside our industry may be astonished as the inadequacy ofour
process in strumentationemerges . Those ofus within the indu stryare of course
aware of thi s, painfully so ; though Ι hasten to add that considerable strides
are now being made to overcome the deficienc ies . For too long, i t was taken
for granted that the machineman did not need to measur e condit ions a long
the machine ; he could see forhimse lf. Furthermore, he could see the results of
actionhe took to change conditions or so it was thought! The fallacy of this
assumpt ion, which doubtless will be repeatedly underlined throughout the
week , masked the incentive to deve lop the necessary instruments .
Then, too, the problem of contro l in papermaking i s aggravated by the use

of naturally occurring and, at some tim e, living raw mate rials with all the
variab ility that thi s implies . I t is agg ravated by the papermachine consisting
of α number of unit processes gravity and suction drainage, pressing,
therma l drying, ca lendering and sometimes others carried out in-line, at
high speed, over α great width and, as Ι have said, with inadequate in stru-
mentation .
Much will be said during the week about mode l buildin g . One of the chi ef

advantages ofusing α mathematica l mode l is that i t forces the mode l builder
to make his assumptions expli c it. Indeed, it may we ll be that the real value of
mathematical mode ls lies less in obtaining answers than in gaining ins ight .
This echoes one ofSir Lawrence Bragg's remarks that how you think about
nature i s as important as what you do about it .

It i s perhaps not entirely naive to ask why contro l is necessary . More

* `Obse rv e how system into systemruns
Wh at other pl anets c ircle other suns'-Pope : An essay on man
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prec isely, the question should be formulated as `What is the incentive for α
greater degree of control than that hi therto exercised?' In the last resort and
speaking quite generally, it is of course α financ ia l incentive that may be
expressed in terms of savings in labour (though normally not where the paper-
machine i s concerned), in raw mate rials, in down -time on the process and the
usually unquantifiab le benefits of customer goodwill ari sing from improved
and more consistent quali ty. As we gain confidence and experience in control,
we eliminate the inertias from the system for examp le, we reduce the capac i -
ties ofmachine chests ofthe process ; the stocks and invento ries of α production
system ; the delay in customer feedback in α commerc ial system. Finally, of
cour se, advanced contro l permits operat ions that would otherwise be quite
imposs ib le.

This is α very genera l and doubtless incomplete assessment . In the course of
the week, more detailed statements of the return in particular cases will
probably emerge . Let me point to just one, quoted by Stout,(') which re lates
not surprisingly to α computer installation. At Container Corporation's plant
at Fernandina Beach , Florida, α computer contro ls, among other things, bas is
weight, moisture, refining and flow box variables on α large linerboard
machine . As α result of thi s insta llation, i twas poss ib le to reduce the dry fibre
weight of421b linerboard from 4069 lb, with α standard devi at ion of 0-421b,
to an average of 39-3 lb and 0 - 119 lb . Similar improvements were obtained
with the heavier grades . The reduced variability has permitted α 6-1 per cent
increase in area, the annual valu e ofwhich is stated to be more than half α
million do llars .

It should not of course be supposed that Ι am suggesting that even with α
computer such returns can readily or in evitably be obtained in other appli-
cations in our indu stry. The dangers and pitfall s that await the inadequate ly
thought-out computer project are numerous ; such as the feas ib ility study that
lacks comprehensiveness, sometimes the product of α computer spec iali st un-
familiar with the operat ion of the company in question ; the tend ency for the
speciali st to produce the e legant and satisfying solut ionrather than the practi-
ca l and profitable ; the failure to discover hidden system complexities, the
underestimat ion ofcore sto rage and α software requirements ; and, in genera l ,
the high degree of sensitivity of the assumptions to error. Almost as many
papers have been pub lished warning of these as have appeared on the more
constructive aspect .
When we began the p lanning of this meeting rather more than four years

ago, the organising committee was far from confident that we could success-
fully moun t α meeting on thi s topic at this time . Chiefly were we concern ed
about the timing . It i s not easy these days to see four years ahead , to forecast
in α situat ion ofexplosiv e change that the ground will not have been substanti-






